
arents keen to nourish 
their kid’s intellectual 
capacity and help them 
explore their potential 
traditionally opt for cost-
ly overseas education. 

This needn’t be thanks to home-grown 
entrepreneur Julianna Yau. Inspite of 
Hong Kong boasting a range of education 
consultancies, Yau knew she could bring 
something more holistic to the table.   

“Before setting up Ampla, I noticed 
that there were a lot of Hong Kong stu-
dents with great academic potential but 
lacked the opportunity to fully appreci-
ate their skills. In order to provide such 
an opportunity, I hand-picked an ideal 
lineup of consultants and tutors, expe-
rienced in their academic area and with 
backgrounds in guidance and mentoring 
to create this facility whereby more 
students now have the chance to amplify 
their potential!”    

Individual Attention    
Yau says: “the number of Chinese 

students studying abroad has reached 
an all-time high, causing a surge in the 
demand for overseas admissions consul-
tancies. 

Her company has responded by pro-
viding around-the-clock online tutoring 
courses to meet this increased demand, 
with an emphasis on applications to 
British academic institutions, as these 
have among the most positive records for 
employability and learning satisfaction 
amongst Chinese students.”

She says her courses are designed 
and delivered by our consultants, all of 
whom are graduates of top schools and 
universities. 

“We allow Ampla to stand out by 
catering to the individual needs of each 
client and providing top notch one-stop 

services which are customised and all-in-
clusive, from school selection, appli-
cation strategy, essay review, to exam 
preparation and interview coaching. Our 
tutors’ expert knowledge in Hong Kong 
and overseas school curricula enables us 
to combine the best teaching methods 
and tailor-make classes specific to each 
student’s needs and optimise their perfor-
mance inside and outside school.” 

 
Feel the Difference          

“We offer inquiry-based lessons 
taught in an engaging manner to enable 
students to enjoy and develop an interest 
in their academic work. In addition, we 
match students with a mentor, chosen 
from our global network of consultants 
and tutors, who is an alumnus of their 
dream school or university so that our 

students can tap into their academic 
passions, surpass their limits and pave 
their way to a successful future. Through-
out the tutoring process, we routinely 
provide comprehensive reports analysing 
the students’ performance, allowing our 
students to have a clear set of goals to 
pursue.

Hundreds of education consultancies 
have been springing up in Hong Kong in 
the last few years. Ampla has responded 
to the ensuing competition by recruiting 
and retaining only the best-qualified 
educators, as well as keeping the compa-
ny at a size that ensures we have a close 
relationship with every client.

Within the next decade, Ampla 
intends to have offices in other cities. In 
addition, we intend to expand our courses 
to include tutoring in modern foreign 
languages and coding,” Yau says.

To the Next Level          
“During admissions cycles or exam 

season, Ampla provides comprehensive 
support to its clients. In addition, we 
offer continued support once students 
have gained admission into the school 
of their choice, in the form of language 
and cultural courses, allowing them to 
experience a smooth transition into the 
next chapter of their lives.” 

Post-admission assistance is also 
offered in the form of online tutorials and 
mentorship support.

 

For additional information, 
please visit www.ampla-edu.com

A Resource for Students 
to Amplify their Potential! 

AMPLA EDUCATION

Finding and nurturing talent is now a greater possibility thanks to the will and 
vision of  JULIANNA YAU, Founder of  AMPLA EDUCATION.

Julianna Yau: “Our tutors’
expert knowledge in Hong Kong 

and overseas school curricula 
enables us to combine the best 

teaching methods and 
tailor-make classes specific to 

each student’s needs and 
optimise their performance 
inside and outside school.”


